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Q1.  Write meaning of the words given below.                                          [5 x 1=5]

a. discreetly

b. furlong

c. desperate

d. arouse suspicion

e. mayhem

Q2. Make sentences for the words given below.                                         [5 x 1=5]

a. inconsolable

b. disappointed

c. far and wide

d. survive

e. cloak

Q3. Complete the following statements.                                                      [5x 2=10]

a. The servant dropped_____________________________________________________

b. The messenger rushed to the palace and ____________________________________

c. Akbar added that he would reward the person ________________________________

d. According to Akbar, the poor man  could _____________________________________

e. The poor man was so desperate ____________________________________________

Q4. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                       [5x1=5]

a. His Majesty is waiting for you in the ______hall.

b. The messenger was surprised but followed the ___________.

c. The poor man kept his___________ fixed on the lamp and saved himself from the cold.

d. The emperor waited for hours, but Birbal did not come to the _________.

e. Birbal soon _______of an idea.

Q5. State whether the statement is True or False.                                     [6x0.5=3]

a. Akbar and Birbal were strolling in the garden.

b. The poor man could not accomplish the feat.

c. Birbal hung the earthen pot filled with khichdi several feet above the fire.

d. The farmer and his wife were invited to attend the royal concert.

e. The messenger found the two missing horses in the neighbour’s stable.

f. Farmer’s wife was very happy to see the doctor’s stuff when the farmer returned home.

Q6. Answer the questions with reference to Context.                                [6 x 2=12]

a. Emperor Akbar asked Birbal rather sternly.

i) What did Akbar ask Birbal sternly?

ii) What was Birbal’s reply?



b. The princess is inconsolable.

i)         Why is the princess inconsolable?

ii)         What does king order to the royal messenger?

c. Emperor Akbar realised his mistake.

i)          What mistake did the Emperor make?

ii)         What did he do next to rectify his mistake?

Q7. Answer the following questions briefly.                                                [5x2=10]

a. What was the poor man’s reaction on the verdict?

b. Why did Akbar visit Birbal’s house?

c. How was the mystery of the lost ring solved?

d. What ‘big mistake’ did the farmer make?

e. Why were farmer and his wife invited to the palace?


